AutonoMe
Job Role: Video Production and Editor (video)
Full time, 37.5 hours per week
Location: Head office in Weston-Super-Mare, North Somerset, BS22 7SB
Who are we?
AutonoMe is an ambitious South West based startup using a technology platform to make huge strides
to improve the lives of vulnerable Children and Adults across the UK. At AutonoMe you’ll find a team of
people who are deeply knowledgeable and passionate about our destination, working with individual
autonomy and a shared purpose.
Our users love how AutonoMe helps them live more independently by delivering video content that
guides them through everyday tasks to their mobile device, wherever and whenever they need
support. Our clients use our data dashboard to help understand and celebrate user progress and make
accurate future predictions.
Job Description:
We are looking for a Video Production and Editor (video) who has a range of skills for this ‘hands-on’
role. A central part of the job will involve planning, filming, editing and publishing content – from basic
instructional videos for individuals and groups to promotional case studies and compelling user
journeys. Working closely with the executive team, development team, key partners and users you will
be responsible for creating video content that meets a variety of needs.
But there is a lot more to the role, for example working closely with the Product Development team to
ensure video player styles, graphics, languages and more reflects the strategic aims of the company.
Responsibilities
● Manage the video library keeping legacy video content updated to ensure our video library
meets industry standards.
● Working with the CEO and operational team to plan, research and agree on short, medium and
long term video content requirements.
● Working closely with the operational team to differentiate written materials into scripts suitable
for our users.
● Working with and interviewing vulnerable people and their key partners
● Confident in Final Cut Pro X; colour correction tools and balancing audio levels.
● Basic knowledge/ability of Photoshop and Illustrator
● Backing up and archiving video content, maintaining and organising equipment.
● Have confidence in using varied camera equipment to produce content. We currently use
Canon C200 video camera, laravel and boom mics.
● Understand mobile video content delivery methods to ensure our users receive an efficient and
professional service.
● Must be willing to travel to various filming locations and film (with actors), if necessary, at
unsociable hours throughout the year.
● As you will be working in a small company you must be flexible and able to turn your hand to
almost any task.

About you
Our ideal candidate will:
●
●
●
●

Share our passion for improving the lives of vulnerable Children and Adults
Be able to work independently and communicating progress
Demonstrate experience of developing quality educational video content
Enjoy working with a great deal of autonomy

What we offer
The opportunity for your video content to be used on a daily basis to support some of the most
vulnerable people in our society and use your skills to make a real social impact!
●
●
●
●
●

Flexibility around hours and remote working
Significant input our video content strategy
Support to ensure you grow as the company grows
The opportunity to be part of a dynamic, enthusiastic and adventurous team scaling an
ambitious Business.
The opportunity to create video content that will help thousands of vulnerable people across
the UK to live independently.

Applications
Applicants will require the right to work in the UK and subject to a DBS check. Please send your CV and
examples of previous projects and references to careers@autono.me.uk
AutonoMe is an equal opportunity employer and values diversity in our company. We do not
discriminate on the basis of race, religion, colour, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age,
marital status, or disability status.
Want to make a difference? Email your application to c
 areers@autono.me.uk

